This course will explore and expand the archives of the Black and Latinx history of UF, situating the intellectual currents and political movements in that history within the wider context of the Black Campus Movement, the Chicano Studies and Puerto Rican Studies movements, and other student organizing. We will focus particularly on the histories of the Institute of Black Culture and Institute of Hispanic-Latino Cultures (aka "La Casita"), producing podcasts that complement and elaborate on the documentaries about each house that SPOHP will release in March 2019.

IN THIS COURSE, STUDENTS WILL:

- Conduct and transcribe oral history interviews
- Digitize new archival materials (photos, documents)
- Uncover overlooked stories within existing archives
- Help to share a more diverse and inclusive history of UF
- Develop digital humanities skills (podcasting, video editing)
- Create a roadmap for future students to advance this work

TO BYPASS THE PREREQ'S FOR AFA4931, PLEASE EMAIL DR. RYAN MORINI AT RYAN.S.MORINI@GMAIL.COM